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Abstract
The aim of this work was to elucidate several characteristic phenomena associated with rapid curved-line detection in multielement arrays and to provide a uniﬁed account of the underlying curvature-sensitive mechanisms. To this end, a parametric
experiment was performed in which the detectability of a curved-line target in a brieﬂy presented planar array of curved-line distractors was measured for a range of target and distractor curvatures and distractor numbers. For both vertically oriented and
randomly oriented curved lines, it was found that (1) the dependence of target detectability on target curvature was independent of
distractor number for small distractor curvatures but not for medium-to-large distractor curvatures; (2) an asymmetry in target
detectability with respect to interchange of target and distractor curvatures occurred only with large distractor numbers; and (3)
with small distractor numbers, target detectability depended only on the diﬀerence between target and distractor curvatures. These
properties of spatial parallelism, asymmetry, and uniformity were explained quantitatively by a minimal model of rapid curved-line
detection in which contour curvature was coded in terms of just two or three curvature categories, depending on curved-line orientation.
Ó 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Along with diﬀerences in line orientation, diﬀerences
in line curvature are highly salient in visual scene analysis (Attneave, 1954). A curved-line ‘‘target’’ can be
readily detected within a planar array of straight-line
distractors, even when the display lasts a tenth of a
second and is followed by a masking ﬁeld (Foster, 1983);
phenomenologically, a curved-line target produces visual ‘‘pop-out’’ (Li, 1999; Treisman, 1985). Moreover,
when display duration is unlimited, the time taken to
search for a curved-line target is little aﬀected by the
number of straight-line distractors (Treisman & Gormican, 1988), suggesting that processing is mediated by
mechanisms acting spatially in parallel over the visual
ﬁeld (Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Treisman, Sykes, & Gelade,
1977). Although oriented-line-target detection shows
similar properties, the mechanisms underlying curved*
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line-target detection may have a speciﬁc sensitivity to
contour curvature (Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Wolfe,
Friedman-Hill, Stewart, & O’Connell, 1992a), rather
than representing a generalized response to elementary
orientation cues (Blakemore & Over, 1974).
Yet relatively little is known about the spatial characteristics of rapid curved-line detection, despite a
long history of research into curved-line discrimination with sparse, long-duration stimuli (e.g. Andrews,
Butcher, & Buckley, 1973; B€
uhler, 1913; Della Valle,
Andrews, & Ross, 1956; Foster, Simmons, & Cook,
1993; Kramer & Fahle, 1996, 1998; Ogilvie & Daicar,
1967; Watt, 1984; Watt & Andrews, 1982; Watt, Ward,
& Casco, 1987; Whitaker, Latham, Makela, & Rovamo,
1993; Whitaker & McGraw, 1998; Wilson, 1985; Wilson
& Richards, 1989; Zanker & Quenzer, 1999). There is
some evidence from previous studies of rapid curvedline detection that the underlying mechanisms may code
contour curvature discretely, yielding just a few probabilistically generated perceptual categories (e.g. Ferraro
& Foster, 1986; Foster, 1983). There is also some evidence of categorical coding of contour curvature in
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texture segmentation (Simmons & Foster, 1992; although see Beck, 1973). As with oriented-line-target
detection (e.g. Carrasco, Mclean, Katz, & Frieder, 1998;
Doherty & Foster, 2001; Foster & Ward, 1991; Foster,
Savage, Mannan, & Ruddock, 2000; Treisman &
Gormican, 1988; Wolfe et al., 1992a), there is a striking
asymmetry with respect to interchanging target and
distractor identities: a curved-line target is easier to detect in a background of straight-line distractors than
vice-versa (Gurnsey, Humphrey, & Kapitan, 1992;
Treisman & Gormican, 1988).
The aim of the present work, therefore, was to
place these phenomena associated with rapid curved-line
detection––pop-out, parallel search, perceptual categorization, and target–distractor asymmetry––within
a common explanatory framework, and to provide a
uniﬁed account of the underlying mechanisms, in particular, what form their curvature-tuning functions take
and how such mechanisms might operate in concert to
produce a rapid response independent of distractor
number.
The experimental approach was parametric. A highresolution graphics display system was used to determine
the visual detectability of a curved-line target as a function both of its curvature and of the curvature of curvedline distractors in brief stimulus arrays, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Curved lines were oriented either vertically, as
in Fig. 1A, or randomly, as in Fig. 1B. These two orientation conﬁgurations were used to test whether targetdetection performance was confounded by curved-line
orientation (Simmons & Foster, 1992). The number of
curved lines in each array varied from 2 to 20. Performance was quantiﬁed in terms of the bias-free measure d 0
from signal-detection theory rather than in terms of response time, thus emphasizing encoding-level processes
rather than decision-level processes (Rouder, 2000).
From these data, a minimal computational model of
detection performance was constructed, from which
the characteristics of the underlying curvature-sensitive
mechanisms could be inferred.

2. Experimental methods
2.1. Stimuli
Each stimulus display consisted of 2, 3, 5, 10, or 20
curved lines, with chord lengths 1° visual angle, distributed randomly within a circular ﬁeld of diameter 20°
in the frontoparallel plane. The thickness of each curved
line was 3–4 arcmin. All of the curved lines in the display
had the same curvature, except for the target, which was
present in 50% of trials. When the target was absent, it
was replaced by a distractor so that target and nontarget displays had the same number of curved lines.
The centre-to-centre spacing between any pair of curved

lines was at least 2°, so that there was at least 1° between
their closest points. The position of the target was
limited to an annular ﬁeld, centred on the ﬁxation
point, with inner and outer diameter 6° and 16° (Sagi &
Julesz, 1987); observers were not informed of this constraint.
Each curved line was generated by aﬃnely interpolating between a ﬁxed straight line of length 1° and a
ﬁxed circular arc of chord length 1° and turning angle
120° in the frontoparallel plane (the diﬀerence in angle
between the tangents at the two ends). This method of
curved-line generation, which produces elliptical approximations to true circular arcs, has the theoretical
advantage of deﬁning a transformationally uniform
stimulus continuum, 1 although over the range of stimuli used here, the maximum departure from circularity
was less than 3%. Curvature was quantiﬁed in terms of
the parameter sag, which measures the maximum deviation from linearity of the curve, here the distance c in
visual angle between the midpoint of the curve and the
midpoint of its chord, as shown in Fig. 2. As Andrews
et al. (1973) noted, however, this need not suggest that
all deviations from linearity are coded in the same way
by the visual system: once a diﬀerence in deviation has
been detected, the variety may be identiﬁed by other
mechanisms. With the stimulus continuum just deﬁned,
it has been shown (Foster et al., 1993) that sag provides the best cue in accounting for the discriminability
of pairs of long-duration, curved-line stimuli, over a
range of one- and two-dimensional transformations.
The ‘‘best’’ cue was interpreted in the sense of statistical
estimation theory, that is, associated with the least
variance in the data. In this respect, sag is better than
some of its covariates, including Euclidean curvature
(the reciprocal of the radius of curvature of the curved
line), turning angle, arc-length, and several others,
which provide poor predictors of discrimination performance. These covariates were therefore ignored in the
present experiment (cf. Treisman & Gormican, 1988).
In each trial, the sag values of the distractors were
drawn randomly from the range 0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0,
12.5, 15.0 arcmin and the sag values of the targets randomly from the range 0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0
arcmin (negative values, signifying curvature in the opposite direction, were deﬁned only when all the curved
lines were oriented vertically). When all the curved
lines were oriented vertically, the common direction of
1
A transformationally uniform scale is a sensible prerequisite for
demonstrating categorical behaviour (Foster, 1980; Foster, 1983; Shepard & Cermak, 1973). On such a scale, the same spatial transformation
relates any pair of curved-line elements separated by the same distance
along the scale, independent of where they are located on the scale.
Thus, if cs and csþDs are curves with scale parameter values s and
s þ Ds, respectively, related by a transformation T, that is, csþDs ¼ Tcs ,
then, for any other scale parameter value s0 for which the curves cs0
and cs0 þDs are deﬁned, it follows that cs0 þDs ¼ Tcs0 .
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Fig. 1. Examples of target arrays of curved lines, oriented either A vertically or B randomly. In the experiment, the number of curved lines in each
array varied from 2 to 20. The examples in both A and B are for target and distractor sag values of 0, 10, and 20 arcmin (the numbers on the lower
left of each panel show the actual combinations of distractor and target values in arcmin, not shown in the experiment). The plots are to scale and
contrast-reversed.

curvature of the distractors and the direction of the
target with respect to the distractors were chosen randomly in each trial. When the curved lines were
randomly oriented, their individual orientations were
chosen randomly from the range 0°; 22:5°; . . . ; 337:5° in
the frontoparallel plane.
The examples in Fig. 1 are for target and distractor
sag values of 0, 10, and 20 arcmin (the numbers on the
lower left of each panel indicate the actual combinations
of distractor and target values in arcmin, not shown of

course in the experiment). The plots are contrastreversed.
Stimuli were white and appeared superimposed on a
uniform grey 30°  35° background ﬁeld with luminance
about 40 cd m2 . The duration of the stimulus display
was 100 ms, and it was followed by a blank ﬁeld lasting
100 ms, and then by a masking ﬁeld lasting 500 ms. The
purpose of the mask was to limit the eﬀective display
duration (i.e. the time available for inspection of
the fading after-image of the curved lines). The mask
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rest. Before each experimental session, the CRT was
allowed to warm-up for 30 min and its spatial calibration was then adjusted by aligning a test image against
ﬁducial marks on a transparent template attached temporarily to the screen.
2.3. Procedure

Fig. 2. Parameterization of curvature. Curvature was quantiﬁed in
terms of sag c (‘‘sagitta’’, Della Valle et al., 1956), which measures the
maximum deviation from linearity of a curve, here the distance in visual angle between the midpoint of the curve and the midpoint of its
chord.

consisted of patches of oriented lines, with the arrangement of the lines diﬀering from patch to patch and
each patch covering one of the previously displayed
curved lines. The stimulus time course was chosen on the
basis of previous experiments (e.g. Foster, 1983).
2.2. Apparatus
Stimuli were generated on the screen of a 21-in
cathode-ray tube (CRT) (Hewlett-Packard, USA; Type
1321A, white P4 sulﬁde phosphor, measured 90%–10%
decay time less than 100 ls, rise time less than decay
time) controlled by a 10-bit vector-graphics generator
(Sigma Electronic Systems, UK; QVEC 2150) and additional 12-bit digital-to-analogue converters, in turn
controlled by a laboratory computer. Each curved line
consisted of a sequence of 23–30 points (depending on
arc length) plotted on the screen within an invisible
square patch of side 12.5 mm with a local linear precision of 1 part in 1024 horizontally and vertically. The
intensity per unit length of the curved lines was independent of the curvature of the line and of its orientation. Despite their punctate structure, the curved lines
appeared smooth to the eye. 2
Each patch containing each curved-line was positioned on the screen with a global linear precision of 1
part in 4096 horizontally and vertically. The maximum
number of curved lines used in the experiment could
all be plotted on the screen within one 20 ms refresh
interval. The nominal 100 ms presentation time thus
comprised 5 refresh cycles. This ﬁne temporal structure
was not apparent to the observer.
The CRT screen was viewed binocularly at a distance of 0.5 m through a view-tunnel and optical system
that produced the uniformly illuminated background
upon which the stimuli appeared superimposed. The
observer’s head was steadied with a chinrest and head2

As a control on the ﬁdelity of the stimuli, they were photographed
at their display durations and the photographic images measured and
compared with their speciﬁcations.

The task of the observer was to report whether any
one of the curved lines in the stimulus display diﬀered
from the others in being more or less curved or, when all
the curved lines were oriented vertically, in pointing in
the opposite direction. The order of operations in each
trial was as follows. The observer ﬁxated a ﬁxation cross
on the CRT screen, and, when ready, initiated a trial by
pressing a switch on a push-button box connected to the
computer. The ﬁxation cross disappeared, and, after a
40 ms delay, the curved-line stimulus appeared, followed
by the blank ﬁeld, and then the masking ﬁeld. When the
observer had responded using the push-button box, the
ﬁxation target reappeared after about a 2 s delay, indicating that the next trial could be initiated. Central ﬁxation was maintained during the presentation period.
Observers were encouraged to respond as quickly as was
consistent with accuracy.
Fresh randomly selected stimulus displays (and
masks) were generated in every trial. Trials were organised into subblocks each comprising 7 practice trials
(the results of which were discarded) and 70 recorded
trials, in which the number of curved lines in each display was constant. Each block of trials consisted of 5
such subblocks, each with a diﬀerent number of curved
lines (2, 3, 5, 10, or 20), in random order. Three blocks
of trials were normally performed in a single 1 h experimental session. For each observer, each combination of target and distractor curvature appeared 15 times
in target displays and each distractor curvature appeared in the same number of non-target displays.
The total number of trials performed by each observer
was therefore 15  2  5  7  9 ¼ 9540 (5 numbers of
curved lines, 7 distractor curvatures, 9 target curvatures)
for vertically oriented curved lines and 15  2  5 
7  5 ¼ 5250 (5 numbers of curved lines, 7 distractor
curvatures, 5 target curvatures) for randomly oriented
curved lines.
At the beginning of each experimental session, the
intensity of the stimuli was adjusted to be 10 times
luminance increment threshold, so that the stimuli were
adequately suprathreshold, but not so bright as to produce noticeable after-images. 3
3
In this adjustment, a 1-log-unit neutral-density ﬁlter was placed
between the CRT screen and view-tunnel, thereby leaving the
background unattenuated; the luminance of the attenuated stimuli
was set to the observer’s threshold on that background; and the neutraldensity ﬁlter was then removed.
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2.4. Subjects
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sponses to target and non-target displays. If certain
conditions on the underlying psychophysical mechanisms are satisﬁed, then d 0 provides a measure that is
independent of observer bias (Green & Swets, 1966).
Values of d 0 were averaged over observers, and each
mean was therefore based on 6  30 ¼ 180 trials in all.
When the curved lines were all vertical, results for distractors with the same magnitude but diﬀerent direction
of curvature were pooled, retaining information about
the relative direction of target curvature.

There were 6 observers, three male and three female.
Each had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (Snellen
acuity P 6/6 and optometrically veriﬁed astigmatism
6 0.25 DC). They were aged 19–29 yr, and, except for
one (coauthor CJS), they were unaware of the purpose
of the experiment and were paid for their participation.
2.5. Data analysis
As indicated earlier, target detectability at each
combination of distractor and target curvature was
summarized by the discrimination index d 0 (Green &
Swets, 1966). In brief, if HR is the detection hit rate,
FAR the false-alarm rate, and z is the inverse of the
cumulative unit normal distribution, then d 0 ¼ zðHRÞ 
z(FAR). In this way, d 0 linearizes and combines re-

3. Curved-line detection performance
3.1. Vertically oriented curved lines
Fig. 3 shows mean target detectability (open circles)
as a function of target curvature for vertically oriented
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Fig. 3. Target detectability as a function of target curvature for vertically oriented curved lines. In each panel, the symbols show values of d 0 averaged
over six observers, with the vertical bars where suﬃciently large representing 1 SEM. The columns of panels correspond to diﬀerent distractor
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(indicated by the column of numbers on the right of the ﬁgure). The continuous lines were derived from a categorical model of curved-line detection.
The points indicated by letters are discussed in the text.
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curved lines. Each panel represents a target-detection
function for a diﬀerent experimental condition: the
columns of panels correspond to diﬀerent distractor
curvatures (indicated by the grey vertical arrows in the
panels) and the rows of panels to diﬀerent numbers of
curved lines. The continuous lines in the panels are from
a model of curved-line detection described later. In all
conditions, discrimination index d 0 increased monotonically with increasing diﬀerence between target and distractor curvatures.
To aid interpretation, consider the following speciﬁc
instances of performance. First, the points labelled A in
the leftmost column illustrate spatially parallel detection: the value of the discrimination index d 0 is almost
exactly constant as the number of curved lines increases
from 2 at the bottom to 20 at the top (the gradient of the
linear trend is less than 0.01). Second, the points labelled A and B in the top row illustrate target–distractor
asymmetry: A is for a target with a curvature of 10
arcmin and distractors with a curvature of 0 arcmin
(d 0 ¼ 3:05); and B is for a target with a curvature of 0

arcmin and distractors with a curvature of 10 arcmin
(d 0 ¼ 0:63).
The complete target-detection functions in each panel
generalize these speciﬁc instances. Thus, for distractor
curvatures at or close to zero (the two leftmost columns), the target-detection function is almost independent of the number of distractors. This uniformity in
performance is shown more clearly by a calculation of
residuals. At each target and distractor curvature, let d 0
be the value of d 0 averaged over distractor number. Fig.
4 shows the residuals d 0 –d 0 as a function of target curvature. They are largely constant and equal to zero over
distractor number at distractor curvatures of 0–2.5
arcmin, but reveal systematic variation at distractor
curvatures of about 5.0–7.5 arcmin, which increases at
still larger distractor curvatures.
That vertically oriented curved-line targets in vertically oriented straight- or almost-straight-line distractors are processed in parallel was not unexpected
(Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Wolfe, Yee, & FriedmanHill, 1992b). By virtue of the uniformity at small dis-
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Fig. 5. Target detectability as a function of target curvature for randomly oriented curved lines. Only positive values of target curvature are plotted,
as the direction of target curvature with respect to distractor curvature was not constant. Other details as for Fig. 3.

tractor curvatures of the target-detection function, the
values of which range over d 0 values of about 1.0 to 3.5,
such processing seems not to depend on the task diﬃculty as reﬂected in level of performance (see e.g. Foster
& Simmons, 1994), although it was not tested here for d 0
values closer to 0. In contrast, for distractor curvatures
at or close to the maximum (the two rightmost columns
in Figs. 3 and 4), the target-detection function does
depend on the number of distractors, most obviously at
target curvatures close to 0 arcmin. This shift from
parallel to non-parallel processing with distractor curvature, along with other qualitative features of the data,
is analysed in more detail in Section 3.3 and subsequently.
3.2. Randomly oriented curved lines
Fig. 5 shows mean target detectability as a function of target curvature for randomly oriented curved
lines. Only positive values of target curvature are plot-

ted, as the direction of target curvature with respect to the distractor curvature was not deﬁned. As in
Fig. 3, the columns of panels correspond to diﬀerent
distractor curvatures (indicated by the grey vertical arrows in the panels) and the rows of panels to diﬀerent
numbers of curved lines. The continuous lines in the
panels are from a model of curved-line detection described later.
Despite the variation in orientation of the target and
distractors, the target-detection functions are similar to
the corresponding sections of those for vertically oriented curved lines (Fig. 3), although the slopes of the
functions are here less sharp. For distractor curvatures
at or close to zero (the two leftmost columns), the targetdetection function is almost independent of the number
of curved lines as that number varies from 2 to 20. Fig. 6
shows the residuals d 0 –d 0 as a function of target curvature. As with vertically oriented curved lines, the residuals are largely constant and equal to zero over
distractor number at distractor curvatures of 0–2.5
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curvature, where each d 0 is the average of d 0 over distractor number. Other details as for Fig. 3.

arcmin, but reveal systematic variation at distractor
curvatures of about 5.0–7.5 arcmin, which increases at
still larger distractor curvatures.
3.3. Uniformities and asymmetries of target detection
The variations of target detectability with target and
distractor curvatures and distractor number shown in
Fig. 3 for vertically oriented curved lines and in Fig. 5
for randomly oriented curved lines have certain common features: (1) the approximate uniformity of the
dependence of target detectability on target curvature
over distractor number at small distractor curvatures
(leftmost two columns), but not at medium-to-large
distractor curvatures (middle-to-rightmost columns); (2)
the asymmetry in target detectability with respect to
interchange of target and distractor curvatures for large
distractor numbers (top row); and (3) the approximate
uniformity of the dependence of target detectability on
the diﬀerence between target and distractor curvatures

over distractor curvature for small distractor numbers
(bottom row). 4
In addition to the main asymmetry with large distractor numbers, there is a secondary asymmetry with
small distractor numbers. For pairs of vertically oriented curved lines (Fig. 3, bottom row), target detectability appears to be higher with target and distractor
curvatures of respectively 15 and 0 arcmin (leftmost
panel, data point C) than with target and distractor
curvatures of respectively 0 and 15 arcmin (rightmost
panel, data point D). Yet, experimentally, these target
arrays were indistinguishable. The diﬀerence can be
traced to the FAR computed for the corresponding nontarget arrays: it was slightly higher when the distractor
curvature was 15 arcmin than when it was 0 arcmin. The
4
Symbolically, if d 0 is written as a function f of target curvature ct ,
distractor curvature cd , and number of distractors n, that is, d 0 ¼
f ðct ; cd ; nÞ, then, in the limit, (1)–(3) are equivalent to the following: (1)
f ðct ; 0; nÞ ¼ f ðct ; 0; 1Þ, for all ct and n; (2) f ðct ; cd ; 19Þ 6¼ f ðcd ; ct ; 19Þ,
for all ct 6¼ cd ; and (3) f ðct ; cd ; 1Þ ¼ f ðct  cd ; 0; 1Þ, for all ct ; cd .
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eﬀect is not due to chance; for it exists with other target–
distractor pairs (e.g. data points A and E). It also holds
for pairs of randomly oriented curved lines (Fig. 5,
bottom row, e.g. data points A and B).

4. Curvature-sensitive mechanisms
Is it possible to represent this pattern of targetdetection performance in terms of the activity of a
single discrete population of curvature-sensitive mechanisms? The factors to address include (i) the possible
receptive-ﬁeld structures of these mechanisms; (ii) the
kinds of curvature-tuning functions relating mechanism
activity to stimulus curvature; and (iii) a rule for generating hit and false-alarm responses from activated
mechanisms.
4.1. Receptive-ﬁeld structures
Several types of contour-curvature-sensitive mechanisms have been proposed. In approximate order of
selectivity, these include (1) line-sensitive units (Wilson,
1985); (2) end-inhibited line-sensitive units (Dobbins,
Zucker, & Cynader, 1987, 1989; Wiesel & Gilbert, 1989);
(3) 2  3 matrices of excitatory and inhibitory units
(Koenderink & van Doorn, 1987, 1992b), an example of
which is illustrated in Fig. 7A; and (4) non-collinear line-
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sensitive units (Wilson & Richards, 1989), an example of
which is illustrated in Fig. 7B.
Examples of the curvature-tuning functions for the
last two mechanisms are shown by the smooth curves in
Fig. 7C and D, respectively, where the maximum sensitivity of each mechanism to a curved-line stimulus is
plotted as a function of the curvature of the stimulus,
expressed in arbitrary units of sag. As the dimensions
of the receptive ﬁelds vary, the positions of the peaks
and the gradients of the falling sections and to a lesser
extent the rising sections of the curvature-tuning functions also vary. Notwithstanding their diﬀerent receptive-ﬁeld structures and the fact that the mechanisms
have at least seven degrees of freedom each, the classes
of curvature-tuning functions they each generate are
similar. Since the curvature-tuning function determines
the relevant behaviour of the mechanism, it was the
form of this function that was therefore optimized, rather than the dimensions of a particular receptive-ﬁeld
structure. This approach reduced the degrees of freedom
to three: the position of the peak of the curvature-tuning
function along the curvature continuum and the gradients of the rising and falling sections of the function.
4.2. Curvature-tuning functions
For the present purpose, a curvature-sensitive mechanism was assumed to be activated by a curved-line
stimulus of curvature c according to a probability pðcÞ,
where p depends on the mechanism’s curvature-tuning
function. This probability function was modelled by an
asymmetric normal function. Thus, for a curvaturesensitive mechanism i with peak sensitivity at a non-zero
curvature value ci (its preferred curvature), the probability pi ðcÞ of activity in response to a curved line of
curvature c was deﬁned by

2
exp½k12 ðc  ci Þ ; for c 6 ci ;
pi ðcÞ ¼
2
exp½k22 ðc  ci Þ ; for c > ci ;
where the slopes k1 ; k2 of the rising and falling sections
of the function each side of ci were in general diﬀerent.
For mechanisms with zero preferred curvature, that is,
maximally sensitive to straight lines, the slopes were set
to a common value k0 . It was not assumed that these
mechanisms were necessarily part of the same receptiveﬁeld family as those with non-zero preferred curvature.
Replacing the normal function by a Cauchy function
½1 þ k 2 ðc  ci Þ2 1 or by a truncated quadratic function
maxf0; 1  k 2 ðc  ci Þ2 g produced similar performances.

Fig. 7. A and B, receptive-ﬁeld structures of two classes of contourcurvature-sensitive mechanisms due respectively to Koenderink and
van Doorn (1987, 1992b) and to Wilson and Richards (1989); increasing levels of excitation are signiﬁed by increasing lightness of the
receptive-ﬁeld contours. C and D, examples of the corresponding
curvature-tuning functions.

4.3. Generating hits and false alarms
Data for the two orientation conﬁgurations were
analysed independently. For vertically oriented curved
lines, it was assumed that there were 2m þ 1 categories
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of vertically oriented curvature-sensitive mechanisms,
with preferred curvatures ci spaced at equal intervals, Dc > 0 say, along the curvature range, that is,
mDc; . . . ; 0; . . . ; mDc, and with slopes k1 ; k2 for ci 6¼ 0
and k0 for ci ¼ 0. The intervals Dc could be made sufﬁciently small and m suﬃciently large that the set of
sample points eﬀectively deﬁned a continuum. It was
assumed that each of these categories of mechanisms
was distributed spatially uniformly, thereby deﬁning a
map of activity over the visual ﬁeld for each preferred
curvature ci ¼ mDc; . . . ; 0; . . . ; mDc. For randomly oriented curved lines, it was assumed that there were m þ 1
such categories of curvature-sensitive mechanisms with
preferred curvatures 0; . . . ; mDc, but with orientations
distributed uniformly in the frontoparallel plane. The
values of m, Dc; k0 ; k1 ; k2 were not assumed to be necessarily the same as for vertically oriented mechanisms.
Given the prior information that a target array contained one and only one curved line that diﬀered from
the rest, it was suﬃcient to determine whether any map i
contained one and only one active element. This singular
activity was assumed to underlie the perceived pop-out
eﬀect. For computational purposes, if a mechanism’s
activity is represented as 0 or 1, then detecting whether
one and only one mechanism is active amounts to calculating whether the activity in a single map sums to
unity. Notice that this calculation does not require
knowledge of the spatial disposition of the curved lines
in the array or their total number.
4.4. Optimizing performance
There were six parameters to the model. Five have
already been deﬁned: the number m of categories of
(positive) curvature-sensitive mechanisms, the spacing
Dc along the curvature continuum of the preferred
curvatures of the mechanisms, and the slopes k0 ; k1 ,
and k2 of the rising and falling sections of the symmetric and asymmetric curvature-tuning functions. To
allow for some uncertainty in the absolute positions of
the curvature-tuning functions along the curvature
continuum, the preferred curvatures of the mechanisms

being activated were assumed to vary randomly by a
small amount from trial to trial (see e.g. Andrews, 1967).
The standard deviation, r say, of this variation, which
was assumed to be normal, constituted the sixth parameter.
For each combination of target and distractor curvatures and number of distractors, an estimate c
d 0 of
target detectability was computed, based on the same
number of target and non-target trials as in the experiment. The parameters of the model m, Dc; k0 ; k1 ; k2 , and
r were optimized with an adaptation of Brent’s method
to produce the best ﬁt of c
d 0 to the observed values of d 0
over all combinations of target and distractor curvatures
and numbers of distractors: 315 combinations for vertically oriented curved lines and 175 combinations for
randomly oriented curved lines.
The continuous lines in Figs. 3 and 5 show the optimized values of estimated target detectability c
d 0 for
vertically and randomly oriented curved lines, respectively. Although based on just six parameters, the model
curves capture the data trends identiﬁed in Section 3.3,
namely (1) the approximate uniformity of the dependence of target detectability on target curvature over
distractor number for small distractor curvatures; (2) the
asymmetry in target detectability with respect to interchange of target and distractor curvatures for large
distractor numbers; and (3) the approximate uniformity
of the dependence of target detectability on the diﬀerence between target and distractor curvatures over distractor curvature for small distractor numbers. The
model curves also capture, to a limited extent, the secondary asymmetry when there are just two curved lines
in the target array (Figs. 3 and 5, bottom row), with
higher db0 values for target and distractor curvatures of
respectively 10 and 0 arcmin (Fig. 3, value ﬁtted to data
point A) than with target and distractor curvatures of
respectively 0 and 10 arcmin (Fig. 3, value ﬁtted to data
point E). As with the experimental data, the asymmetry
is attributable to the diﬀerences in the FARs for the
corresponding non-target arrays. The quantitative ﬁts of
the model are, however, imperfect. There is a signiﬁcant
residual variance for both vertically and randomly ori-

Fig. 8. Optimal curvature-tuning functions of a categorical model of curved-line detection for (A) vertically oriented curved lines and (B) randomly
oriented curved lines. Each function describes the probability of the underlying mechanism generating activity in response to a curved-line stimulus of
curvature c. The equation of each function is given in Section 4.2, and parameter values in Table 1.
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Table 1
Parameter values for a categorical model of curved-line detection
Parameter

Curved-line orientation
Vertical

Random

Spacing Dc
Symmetric common slope k0
Asymmetric rising slope k1
Asymmetric falling slope k2
SD r of location

7.4 arcmin
0.14 arcmin1
0.69 arcmin1
0.037 arcmin1
2.7 arcmin

12.5 arcmin
0.13 arcmin1
0.24 arcmin1
0.043 arcmin1
3.3 arcmin

The model curvature-tuning functions were based on asymmetric
normal functions spaced at intervals Dc along the curvature continuum
and on one symmetric normal function centred at zero curvature.
Curvature and reciprocal curvature were quantiﬁed in terms of sag
(arcmin visual angle). Parameter values were optimized separately for
vertically and randomly oriented curved lines. For details, see Section 4.

ented curved lines (Fð310; 1550Þ ¼ 3:1; Fð170; 850Þ ¼
1:8, respectively), although the RMSEs are not excessive (0.41 and 0.33 respectively).
Fig. 8 shows the corresponding curvature-tuning
functions for (A) vertically oriented curved lines, for
which three categories suﬃce (ﬁve if signed curvatures
are included) and (B) randomly oriented curved lines,
for which two categories suﬃce. The values of the ﬁve
parameters Dc; k0 ; k1 ; k2 , and r are listed in Table 1 for
vertically and randomly oriented curved lines. As with
the examples in Fig. 7, the rising sections of the tuning
functions for mechanisms with non-zero preferred curvature are much steeper than the falling sections
(k1  k2 Þ and steeper also than the rising and falling
sections of the tuning function for mechanisms with zero
preferred curvature (k1 > k0 ).
For mechanisms with zero preferred curvature, the
curvature-tuning functions are almost identical with
vertically oriented and randomly oriented curved lines,
but, for mechanisms with non-zero preferred curvature,
they diﬀer: the tuning functions are sharper and more
closely spaced with vertically oriented than with randomly oriented curved lines (compare values of k1 and
of r in Table 1).
5. General discussion
Rapid curved-line-target detection in multi-element
arrays depends on the curvature of the target, on the
curvature of the distractors, and on the total number of
curved lines in the ﬁeld. Yet, as shown here, the pattern
of uniformities and asymmetries in the data can be largely explained by a simple model of rapid, parallel,
curved-line detection in which contour curvature is
coded in terms of just two or three curvature categories, depending on curved-line orientation. The curvature-tuning functions of the mechanisms assumed to
underlie this performance are relatively broad, and
highly asymmetric when the preferred curvatures of the
mechanisms are non-zero, presumably reﬂecting the
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geometry of their underlying receptive-ﬁeld structures.
It is suggested that this curvature-tuning asymmetry is
the cause of the target–distractor response asymmetry.
Thus, in essence, mechanisms with positive preferred
curvature are strongly sensitive to curved lines but not
to straight lines, whereas mechanisms with zero preferred curvature are strongly sensitive to both straight
and curved lines; hence, a curved-line target in an array
of many straight-line distractors produces a strong signal with little noise in the map (or maps) of curved-line
activity, whereas a straight-line target in an array of
curved-line distractors produces a strong signal accompanied by strong distractor noise in a map of straightline activity. It is stressed that this model is minimal, and
it may be possible to account better for the data with
more than two or three categories of curvature-sensitive mechanisms with suitable receptive-ﬁeld structures
(cf. Foster & Westland, 1998, for oriented-line-target
detection with multiple orientation-sensitive mechanisms).
Although this model was able to explain detection
performance with vertically and randomly oriented
curved lines, there were diﬀerences in the parameter
values obtained with the two orientation conﬁgurations:
the tuning functions were sharper and more closely
spaced with vertically oriented than with randomly
oriented curved lines, a result which suggests that curvature coding is indeed confounded with orientation
coding (Simmons & Foster, 1992). This is not to imply
that curvature is itself necessarily derived from elementary orientation cues; rather, that the representation of
curvature of curved lines is a vector quantity, linked, for
example, to the orientation and direction (sign) of the
normal to the chord. 5 Such a linkage might occur if the
maps of activity for each preferred curvature were different for diﬀerent orientations. Comparison of curved
lines with diﬀerent orientations would entail comparisons collapsed across diﬀerent maps, a potentially more
noisy process.
In accounting quantitatively for observed detection
performance, the model was least successful with multiple distractors of intermediate curvature and intermediate number and with just one distractor of very small
curvature. With just one distractor, target detectability
might have been determined not by the pop-out process
described in Section 4.3 but by more continuous kinds
of coding, based, for example, on a cross-correlation of
activity associated with pairs of curved lines (target and
distractor) over all curvature categories. Although such
a calculation can explain target-detection functions with
one distractor, it was found to fail rapidly as the number
of distractors increased.
5

There is also an oblique eﬀect for curvature discrimination
(Ogilvie & Daicar, 1967; Watt & Andrews, 1982; Wilson, 1985), which
might also produce a confound.
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It is unclear how this pattern of target-detection
performance might change with curved lines that have
chords longer or shorter than those used here, or for
stimuli presented more centrally within the visual ﬁeld,
or drawn from a larger or smaller continuum. For oriented-line-target detection, there is evidence of a decline
in parallel processing as line length is reduced from 1.0°
visual angle to 0.25° (Doherty & Foster, 1999), but, in a
previous study of curved-line-target detection in brieﬂy
presented masked arrays of just four curved lines with
chord lengths of 0.2° and spaced at 2.0°, performance
was clearly categorical. The largest value of preferred
curvature of the underlying mechanisms was about 4
arcmin (Fig. 5a in Foster, 1983; see also Ferraro &
Foster, 1986, Figs. 2 and 3), which is smaller than the
value of 7–13 arcmin obtained with the larger and more
widely spaced stimuli used here. Range eﬀects seemed to
have little inﬂuence on the pattern of curved-line discrimination performance (Foster, 1983).
Fast parallel mechanisms for detecting diﬀerences in
contour curvature could contribute to early scene segmentation, inﬂuencing both planar and three-dimensional shape perception (Attneave, 1954; Lamote &
Wagemans, 1999; Levin, Takarae, Miner, & Keil, 2001;
Richards, Dawson, & Whittington, 1986; Richards,
Koenderink, & Hoﬀman, 1987), although the perception
of surface curvature from shading information (e.g.
Johnston & Passmore, 1994; Koenderink & van Doorn,
1992a) is likely to be mediated by mechanisms with receptive-ﬁeld structures very diﬀerent from those sketched in Fig. 7. Nevertheless, there is some evidence for
a discrete visual coding of surface curvature or of a related attribute. Preliminary data from target-detection
experiments with arrays of two-dimensional rendered
hemispherical objects suggest that performance over a
range of surface curvatures can be accounted for by just
two categories of mechanisms sensitive to surface curvature (Doherty & Foster, 1998).
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